The authors recently conducted a human perception experiment [6] to measure the intelligibility of speech stimuli synthesised either from short-time magnitude spectra or short-time phase spectra. The results of the experiment indicate that even for small window durations (of relevance for automatic speech recognition applications), the phase spectrum can contribute to speech intelligibility as much as the magnitude spectrum if the analysis-modificationsynthesis parameters are properly selected. This intelligibility is significantly more than that reported by Liu et al. [3], who carried out a similar experiment with the same analysis-modificationsynthesis framework. The significant improvement in intelligibility over Liu's results may be attributed to the differences in the parameter settings adopted. In this paper, we review our previous experiment and conduct an additional experiment to determine the contribution that each parameter setting provides towards the intelligibility of stimuli reconstructed from short-time phase spectra. The parameter selection that contributes most to the intelligibility of the phase-only stimuli is that of a rectangular analysis window, as opposed to a Hamming window (which is generally used in speech analysis).
INTRODUCTION
Although speech is a non-stationary signal, it can be assumed to be quasi-stationary and, therefore, can be processed through a shorttime Fourier analysis [1, 2, 8, 9, 10] . Note that the modifier 'shorttime' implies a finite-time window over which the properties of speech may be assumed stationary; it does not refer to the actual duration of the window 1 . The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of a speech signal ×´Øµ is given by
where Û´Øµ is a window function of duration ÌÛ. In speech processing, the Hamming window function is typically used and its width ÌÛ is normally 20-40 ms. We can decompose Ë´ Øµ as follows:
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where Ë´ Ø µ is the short-time magnitude spectrum and ´ Ø µ Ë´ Ø µ is the short-time phase spectrum. The signal ×´Øµ is completely characterized by its short-time magnitude and phase spectra.
In this paper, the usefulness of the phase spectrum 2 is explored in human speech perception. The authors have a longer-term goal of utilising phase spectra in an effort to improve automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance. Although the phase spectrum carries half of the information about the speech signal (as seen from Eq. (2)), ASR systems generally discard the phase spectrum in favour of cepstral features, which are derived purely from the magnitude spectrum [7] . In the ASR framework, speech is processed frame-wise using a temporal window of duration 20-40 ms. If the phase spectrum is to be of any use for ASR applications, it should provide some information about speech intelligibility using small window durations in a human perception experiment.
Liu et al. [3] have conducted such an experiment. They recorded six stop-consonants from 10 speakers in vowel-consonant-vowel context. Using these recordings, they created magnitude-only and phase-only stimuli. Magnitude-only stimuli were created by analysing the original recordings with a STFT, replacing each frame's phase spectra with random phase values, then reconstructing the speech signal using the overlap-add method. In the case of phaseonly stimuli, the original phase of each frame was retained, while the magnitude of each frame was set to unity for all frequency components. The stimuli were created for various window lengths from 16 ms to 512 ms. These were played to subjects, whose task was to identify each as one of the 6 consonants. Their results show that intelligibility of magnitude-only stimuli decreases while the intelligibility of the phase-only stimuli increases as the window duration increases. For small window durations (ÌÛ 128 ms), magnitude-only stimuli is significantly more intelligible than phase-only stimuli (while the opposite is true for larger window lengths). This implies that for small window durations (which are of relevance for ASR applications), the magnitude spectrum contributes much more towards intelligibility than the phase spectrum.
The authors of this paper initially set out to reproduce Liu's results; in doing so, made a number of modifications in Liu's analysismodification-synthesis procedure. The modifications produce results which are different from Liu's results and more interesting from an ASR applications viewpoint. The first suggested modification is that of the analysis window type. Liu and his collaborators employed a Hamming window for construction of both the magnitude-only and phase-only stimuli. In our experiments, we find that the intelligibility of phase-only stimuli is improved significantly and comparable to that of magnitude-only stimuli when a rectangular window is used. The second suggested modification is the choice of analysis frame shift; Liu et al. used a frame shift of ÌÛ ¾. As shown by Allen and Rabiner [1] , in order to avoid aliasing errors during reconstruction, the STFT sampling period (or frame shift) must be at most ÌÛ for a Hamming window. In our work, to be on the safer side, we use a frame shift of ÌÛ .
Our study also differs from Liu's study with respect to the number of consonants used (16 for this study compared to 6 for Liu et al.). The design parameters are discussed in further detail later in this paper. Our results indicate that even for small window durations, the phase spectrum can contribute to speech intelligibility as much as the magnitude spectrum if the analysis-modification-synthesis parameters are properly selected.
In the rest of this paper, we present two experiments (the first of which has been reported earlier [6] , however, is presented here for completion). In the first experiment, we compare intelligibility of phase-only stimuli and magnitude-only stimuli constructed at both small and large window durations. In the second experiment, we synthesis different types of phase-only stimuli, all of which are constructed with a small analysis window duration. We test for the intelligibility with a number of combinations of the settings for the remaining design parameters (ie., window type, frame shift and zero-padding) in order to ascertain their respective contribution to intelligibility.
HUMAN PERCEPTION EXPERIMENTS

Experiment 1
In this experiment we compare the intelligibility of magnitudeonly and phase-only stimuli using two window types: 1) a rectangular window, and 2) a Hamming window. This comparison is done at a small window duration of 32 ms as well as a large window duration of 1024 ms. We employ a frameshift of ÌÛ and zero padding (to reduce aliasing effects).
We record 16 commonly occurring consonants in Australian English in aCa context spoken in a carrier sentence "Hear aCa now". For example, for the consonant /d/, the recorded utterance is "Hear ada now". These 16 consonants in the carrier sentence are recorded for four speakers: two males and two females, providing a total of 64 utterances. The recordings are made in a silent room, sampled at 16 kHz with 16-bit precision.
Each of the recordings are processed through a STFT-based speech analysis-modification-synthesis system (Fig. 1) to retain either only phase information or only magnitude information. In order to construct, for example, an utterance with only phase information, the signal is processed through the STFT analysis using Eq. (1) and the magnitude spectrum is made unity in the modified
This modified STFT is then used to synthesize the signal ×´Øµ using the overlap-add method. The synthesized signal ×´Øµ contains all of the information about the short-time phase spectra contained in the original signal ×´Øµ, but will have no information about the short-time magnitude spectra. We refer to this procedure as the STFT phase-only synthesis and the utterances synthesized by this procedure as the phase-only utterances. Similarly, for generating magnitude-only utterances, we retain each frame's magnitude spectrum and randomise each frame's phase spectrum; that is, the modified STFT is computed as follows:
where is a random variable uniformly distributed between ¼ and ¾ . In the STFT-based speech analysis-modification-synthesis system of Fig. 1 , there are four design issues that must be addressed.
1. Analysis window type. This refers to the type of window function Û´Øµ used for computing the STFT (Eq. (1)). A tapered window function (such as Hanning, Hamming or triangular) has been used in earlier studies [3] . Considering these studies have found the phase spectrum to be unimportant at small window durations, a rectangular (non-tapered) window function is investigated in this study in addition to a Hamming window function.
2. Analysis window duration. In this experiment, we investigate the importance of phase spectra for two window durations: 1) ÌÛ 32 ms and 2) ÌÛ 1024 ms.
3. STFT sampling period (frame shift). In order to avoid aliasing during reconstruction, the STFT must be adequately sampled across the time axis. The STFT sampling period is decided by the window function Û´Øµ used in the analysis.
For example, for a Hamming window, the sampling period should be at most ÌÛ [1] . To be on the safer side, we have used a sampling period of ÌÛ . Although the rectangular window can be used with a larger sampling period, we use the same sampling period (i.e., ÌÛ ) to maintain consistency. In this paper, we also refer to the STFT sampling period as the frame shift.
4. Zero-padding. For a windowed frame of length AE, the Fourier transform is computed using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm with a FFT size of ¾AE points. This is equivalent to appending AE zeros to the end of the AE-length frame prior to performing the FFT. The resulting STFT is modified, then inverse Fourier transformed to get a reconstructed signal of length ¾AE . Only the first AE points are retained, while the last AE points are discarded. This is done in order to minimise aliasing effects. As listeners, we use 12 native Australian English speakers with normal hearing, all within the age group of 20-35 years. The group of listeners and the group used for the recordings are mutually exclusive.
The subjects are tested in isolation in a silent room. The reconstructed signals and the original signals are played in random order via earphones at a comfortable listening level. The task is to identify each utterance as one of the 16 consonants. This way, we attain consonant identification (or, intelligibility) accuracy for each subject for different conditions.
The perception tests for this experiment are conducted over two sessions. In the first session, we use a window duration of 32 ms. Results averaged over the 12 subjects are listed in Table 1 . In the second session, a window duration of 1024 ms is used and the averaged results are provided in Table 2 . The intelligibility of the original recordings is averaged over both sessions.
The following observations can be made from Tables 1 and 2: 1. For the large window duration of 1024 ms, the phase spectrum provides significantly more information than the magnitude spectrum for both the Hamming window function ( ½ ½½ used in the STFT analysis-modification-synthesis system, the phase spectrum carries as much information about the speech signal as the magnitude spectrum, even for small window durations, which are typically used in speech processing applications. 4. For a small window duration of 32 ms, the best intelligibility results from magnitude-only stimuli (obtained by using a Hamming window) are significantly better than the best results from phase-only stimuli (obtained using a rectangular window) ( ½ ½½
These results can be explained as follows. The multiplication of a speech signal with a window function is equivalent to the convolution of the speech spectrum Ë´ µ with the spectrum Ï´ µ of the window function. The window's magnitude spectrum 3 Ï´ µ has a big main lobe and a number of side lobes. This causes two problems: 1) frequency resolution problem and 2) spectral leakage problem. The frequency resolution problem is caused by the main lobe of Ï´ µ . When the main lobe is wider, a larger frequency interval of the speech spectrum gets smoothed and the frequency resolution problem becomes worse. The spectral leakage problem is caused by the sidelobes; the amount of spectral leakage increases with the magnitude of the side lobes. For magnitudeonly utterances, we want to preserve the true magnitude spectrum of the speech signal. For the estimation of the magnitude spectrum, frequency resolution as well as spectral leakage are serious problems. Since the Hamming window has a wider main lobe and smaller side lobes in comparison to the rectangular window, the Hamming window provides a better trade-off between frequency resolution and spectral leakage than the rectangular window and, hence, it results in higher intelligibility for the magnitude-only utterances. For the estimation of the phase spectrum, it seems that the side lobes do not cause a serious problem; the smoothing effect caused by the main lobe appears to be more serious [11] . It is because of this that the rectangular window results in better intelligibility than the Hamming window for phase-only utterances.
Experiment 2
The intelligibility results for phase-only stimuli in experiment 1 are better than previously reported by Liu et al. [3] . This improvement is made by altering a number of parameter settings in the analysis-modification-synthesis framework. In this experiment, we determine the contribution that each analysis-modification-synthesis parameter setting provides towards the intelligibility of signals reconstructed from short-time phase spectra.
The previous experiment demonstrated that it is possible to attain a good intelligibility score for phase-only stimuli with a small Table 3. analysis window duration of 32 ms. Therefore, in this experiment, the window duration is set constant at 32 ms. A number of combinations of settings for the other parameters are tested in order to ascertain their respective contribution to the intelligibility of phase-only stimuli. Table 3 details the parameters used to construct each type of stimuli and the names we will use to refer to them in this experiment.
All audio files are presented to each subject in a single session. The details of the experimental setup are the same as those used in experiment 1.
The intelligibility scores are provided in Table 3 . From these scores, we can conclude that the major contribution to overall intelligibility comes from the use of the rectangular window (stimuli type B). The reason for this improvement is as discussed in experiment 1. It is not surprising to see further improvement from the decrease in frame shift (stimuli type C) and the use of zero-padding (stimuli type D), due to their roles in reducing aliasing effects. Fig. 2 presents the spectrogram of a sentence of speech with its reconstructed phase-only stimuli A, B, C and D. The increasing clarity of the formant tracks in these spectrograms, from A through D, is indicative of the corresponding trend in the intelligibility of these stimuli.
CONCLUSION
The authors recently conducted a human perception experiment [6] to measure the intelligibility of speech stimuli synthesised either from short-time magnitude spectra or short-time phase spectra. In this paper, we review the results of that experiment (experiment 1) which demonstrate that even for small window durations, phase spectra can contribute to speech intelligibility as much as magnitude spectra if the analysis-modification-synthesis parameters are properly selected. An additional experiment is performed (experiment 2), the results of which indicate that the parameter selection that contributes most to the intelligibility of the phase-only stimuli is that of a rectangular analysis window, as opposed to a Hamming window (which is generally used in speech analysis).
Since the speech processing in ASR applications is done framewise over small analysis window durations (20-40 ms), it is logical to investigate the use of phase spectrum to extract features for these applications. Some preliminary results have already been reported earlier [5] , which show the usefulness of phase spectrum for ASR. More detailed results will be reported in the future.
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